SALES

FUNNEL

CHEAT
SHEET
For course creators,
coaches, and 1-1 service
providers launching a
funnel with a team or
“doing-it-yourself.”

For course creators, coaches, and 1-1
service providers launching a sales funnel
with a team or “doing-it-yourself

Sales funnels can be overwhelming, but they don’t
have to be.
The truth is you can get a simple 4-step funnel up
and producing revenue in 10 days or less.
And the payoff is big…
Getting your sales funnel right means you get more
leads than you need… consistently.
Which means you no longer wake up the first of
every month feeling like you’re starting over from
zero.
A reliable sales funnel means you don’t burn out
trading your time for dollars anymore.

A predictable sales funnel means that you finally
dial in your ideal target audience and speak ONLY
to them to increase your sales.
A proven sales funnel means you can finally take
time off from your business to spend with your
family, travel, or just binge the latest hot show on
Netflix all day.
To help you through this cheat sheet, I recorded an
on-demand video where I walk you through the
most important features and help you avoid costly
mistakes that commonly trip do-it-yourselfers up.
Click here to watch my free on-demand walkthrough of this cheatsheet right now.
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“No failure is forever. No victory is permanent.”

Here’s the thing about your sales funnel…
MYTH #1 I can design the perfect sales funnel
the first time
Not all sales funnels are alike because not all
buyers and markets are alike.
95% of the most profitable sales funnels didn’t
start that way. But the course creators, coaches,
and 1-1 service providers who took action and
started their funnel get it profitable 100% of the
time before those who don’t.
Online sales funnels are all about testing and
experimentation.

MYTH #2 A sales funnel is “one and done”
There is no such thing as “one and done.” Once
you get your sales funnel optimized, something
may still happen to change your results because
we live and do business in a dynamic
marketplace (which is pretty cool). No failure is
forever. No victory is permanent. Ad costs could
skyrocket around Black Friday throwing off your
conversion costs. Sales could fall off in January
with the post-holiday hangover. A political or
economic crisis can blindside you from left field.
Your job is to “always be optimizing” your sales
funnel using the foundations you get in this cheat
sheet.

Click here to watch my free on-demand walk-through of this cheatsheet right now.
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A typical “live-launch” sales funnel
They type of sales funnel you’ll use depends on your product, audience, and whether it’s live or automated. A
high-ticket sales funnel might be an automated webinar to a coaching call instead of a sales page.

Click here to watch my free on-demand walk-through of this cheatsheet right now.
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A typical “high-ticket” sales funnel
They type of sales funnel you’ll use depends on your product, audience, and whether it’s live or automated. A
high-ticket sales funnel might be an automated webinar to a coaching call instead of a sales page.

Click here to watch my free on-demand walk-through of this cheatsheet right now.
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Quick introduction

Hey there, I’m Mandy O’Neill, a conversion copywriter
who has written copy that has helped my clients gross
over $115 million in revenue.
Here’s the thing… I get a lot of clients who have great
products and services and dove into their sales funnel
head-first, and flopped. Then decided to do it the right
way the second (or third, or fourth) time around.
Which led me to discover that I can’t be a highperforming conversion copywriter without understanding
every step of my clients’ sales funnel – and exactly how
to optimize each step.
That’s why I’m giving you this cheatsheet – so you don’t
make the same mistakes I and others already made.
You can fast-track through that costly trial-and-error
phase — whether you’re doing creating it yourself or
hiring someone to do it for you.

I’ve written sales funnels for dozens of course creators,
coaches, consultants, and companies. The truth is,
several of those folks have used (and contributed to)
this cheatsheet you’re reading right now. The sweat
stains, coffee rings, and wine stains (hiccup) you see on
the coming pages are the real deal. Just like this
cheatsheet.
Many of those entrepreneurs have joined my online
membership to get the tools to do-it-yourself or hired me
to write their sales funnels. Whatever path you’re on…
… I’m so glad you’re here. I recorded an on-demand
training to go with this cheatsheet if you want to speed
up your results even faster.

Click here to watch my free on-demand walk-through of this cheatsheet right now.
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How to use this cheat sheet
Remember how I said its unlikely you’ll get your
sales funnel right the first time?
The truth is that there are some tactical things you
can get wrong and still have a profitable sales
funnel.
But there are some strategic steps that if you get
wrong, you can’t recover from. I highlight these
sections with navy blue font (like this) and dig
deep into step-by-step ways on my FREE training
video to nail those the first time, so you get leads
and sales faster. Check it out…

DON’T MISS MY FREE VIDEO
TRAINING TO ACCOMPANY THIS
CHEAT SHEET!
If you want to get even details about the most
important sections of this cheatsheet, you can
get it on-demand right now. Join me at:
www.mandyoneill.net/sales-funnel-training
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“People buy transformation or
results, not information.”

w

Validate that people are willing to pay
for your course, product, or service
Validate that your course, product, or service
will make money before you ever start so you
don’t waste a minute of time you can’t get
back.

If you already have a large following or
customer base send a survey asking them less
than 10 questions to find out quickly what they
will pay for.

Define your ideal client as concisely as possible,
e.g. Mothers of preschoolers looking for fun
activities to engage their children. Middle age
business executives about to make a bad life
decision, so you’re always talking to the people
most likely to buy from you.

Or pre-sell your course before you create it or
packaged services to test how many people
really will buy it before you spend a minute
creating it.

Seek out 10 to 12 people to have a telephone
conversation with to ask about their key
motivators to actually “pay” for your offer.
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Name your lead magnet or webinar, or
challenge using the value proposition or
transformation attendees will get from your free
launch event rather than what you’ll be selling
because people won’t attend if they think they’ll
just get a sales pitch.
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“What gets calendared gets done.”
Plug in every date of your launch on your calendar
Put every step (cart open, cart close, webinar dates, Facebook LIVE dates, social media posts, emails… all of it!) of your launch
on a calendar to reinforce your commitment to yourself to get it done right and stay on track without feeling overwhelmed.

SUN

MON
1

List building
content via
email, social,
podcast

8

List building
content via
email, social,
podcast

22

Post-webinar
emails & ads
Cart open

29

2

List building
content via
email, social,
podcast

9

List building
content via
email, social,
podcast

15

Promote live
webinar via
email, ads, social

TUE

16

23

Promote live
webinar via
email, ads, social
Post-webinar
emails & ads
Cart open

30

WED
3

List building
content via
email, social,
podcast
List building
content via
email, social,
podcast

10

17

Promote live
webinar via
email, ads, social

LIVE
WEBINAR

24

Cart open

THU
4

List building
content via
email, social,
podcast
List building
content via
email, social,
podcast

18

LIVE
WEBINAR

List building
content via
email, social,
podcast

12

19

Promote live
webinar via
email, ads, social

25

Cart open

31

5

List building
content via
email, social,
podcast

11

Promote live
webinar via
email, ads, social

FRI

LIVE
WEBINAR

26

Cart open

1

13

List building
content via
email, social,
podcast

20

Promote live
webinar via
email, ads, social

27

List building
content via
email, social,
podcast

14

21

Promote live
webinar via
email, ads, social

Post-webinar
emails & ads

Cart open

Cart open

3

7

List building
content via
email, social,
podcast

Post-webinar
emails & ads

Downsell offer
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6

List building
content via
email, social,
podcast

2

Cart CLOSED
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Always be list-building so you never have to
send cold traffic to your sales page

Start list-building now
Build an organic list of followers even if you plan
to advertise because the warmer your list is the
more sales you make.
Commit to creating one new piece of content per
week and sharing with your audience to build
your authority.
Share your weekly content with your audience
where they like to get content, via email, podcast,
Facebook LIVE, YouTube, so your awesome
content reaches them quicker.
Create a valuable and easily to consume opt-in
offer that gets results to show your target buyers
you can get them results.
Create your opt-in page for your opt-in offer with
an irresistible value-dripping headline and
testimonials.
Select how your opt-in lead magnet gets delivered
(via link, via video, PDF) and configure it.
© Mandy O’Neill, Emails that Convert, 2019

Link your opt-in page form to your email service
so you capture email addresses.
Create, design, and load your opt-in confirmation
web page so your new subscriber gets an instant
confirmation page.
Create and load your opt-in confirmation email to
send your opt-in goodie link and follow up
welcome emails. I recommend three authoritybuilding emails in your welcome series.
Promote your opt-in on your website, social
media and with paid ads on Facebook, or
LinkedIn, or Pinterest, or Google.
If your audience hangs out on Facebook, hold
weekly Facebook LIVE content sessions (that you
can turn into ads later) related to your launch
topic to build a warm audience and create
anticipation for your launch.
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If Beyoncé, Mick Jagger, and Bono
need a warm audience so do you!

The Fray opened for U2
At the height of their popularity, Denver-based
band, The Fray, opened for U2 at the 2011
Zooropa stadium tour *IN* their hometown of
Denver.
You want to know why?
Because Bono, the Edge, Mick Jagger, and even
Beyoncé don’t perform without an opening act
to warm up their audience.
I was at the concert with friends (humble brag
photo in the next column) and it was jawdropping how disengaged the audience was
during our hometown heroes, The Fray’s,
performance… at the height of their popularity.
But by the time Bono’s sunglasses hit the stage
we were amped up to rock along with him.
Your sales funnel is no different. A warmed-up
audience converts better and cheaper. Period.
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If you’re launching by webinar
Create your webinar slides or webinar script if
you are presenting direct-to-camera. Shocking
how 8 to 12 hours of work can be written in
one sentence. 😲😲
Write and create your webinar registration
page highlighting the transformation your
attendees will get by attending.
Link your registration opt-in form to your email
service so you can capture their email
address.

Write and load your “morning of” webinar
email reminder because live viewers buy more
than people who skip your webinar.
Write and load “1 hour before” webinar email
reminder to make it easy for your viewers to
show up live.
Write and load “starting now” webinar email
reminder with a prominent link to make it
super-easy for people to join quickly.

Write and load your webinar thank-you page
so your viewer knows they are confirmed.

Identify three or four mock engagement
questions to get your live Q&A session
started.

Design your webinar replay page with a value
proposition-driven headline and buy button
that appears at the right time in your replay
(not before).

Test to make sure your sound quality is HIGH
long before you “go live.” Sound quality will
make or break your presentation *and* sales
funnel.

Write and load your “immediate” webinar
email confirmation so your viewer gets buyerconfirmation and long in details.

Write and load your first promo/replay email
to attendees that sends them to your short
sales page.
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If you’re launching by webinar continued
Write and load promo/replay email to nonattendees and send THEM to your long sales
page with bonuses. Make sure there’s a buy
button above the fold in case they watch your
replay.

Sales pages and sales emails
Line up your testimonials with real results. Get
pictures of your testimonial givers because
testimonials with images convert better.
Select how you will take payment (PayPal,
Stripe, SamCart, ThriveCart). Configure it and
test it in advance so you don’t discover it’s
not working (in a panic) on the day you open
your cart.
Define a minimum of 3 - 5 bonus offers in your
bonus stack. Bonus stacks increase your
sales! Bonuses that give your buyers a quick
early win, fast-track results, get them over a
fear, or give them confidence (peace of mind)
work the best.
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Write, design, and implement a long-form
sales page with all your bonus offers because
long sales pages are converting a higher rate.
Copy your long-form sales page and remove
some of the sections to create a short-form
sales page with all your bonus offers for
people coming in “hot” off your webinar.
Those are the only people who don’t need to
see a long-form sales page.
If you’re not closing your cart, you can still
create urgency by ending any discounts and
all bonuses 7 or 8 days after cart open. To do
this make a copy of your long-form sales page
and remove any discounts and bonuses.
Write and load post-webinar sales email #1
“replay email + offer” to attendees and send
them to your short-form sales page. People
who attended your webinar don’t need a longform sales page.
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Sales pages and sales emails continued
Write and load post-webinar sales email #1a to
non-attendees and send them to your long-form
sales page because they need to see the full
pitch on your sales page.
Write and load post-webinar sales email #2 to
send one day after your webinar.

Write and load your final post-webinar sales
email #8 on day six that the cart is closing in a
few hours and they lose all discounts and
bonuses (or can’t buy at all if that’s what you
set).

Write and load post-webinar sales email #3 to
send two days after your webinar.

Redirect your long-form sales page to your longform sales page at full-price with no bonuses
(or redirect to a waitlist if you want to gate all
access).

Write and load post-webinar sales email #4 to
drop three days after your webinar.

Create an exit pop-up bonus offer on your sales
page (optional).

Write and load post-webinar sales email #5 to
drop four days after your webinar.

Create the survey in Google Forms or a free
version of SurveyMonkey.

Write and load post-webinar sales email #6 with
an urgent “cart closing” message to send five
days after your webinar.

Write and send a post-webinar survey email to
nonbuyers eight to nine days after your webinar
to see why they didn’t buy.

Write and load post-webinar sales email #7 with
“cart closing” messaging six days after your
webinar
© Mandy O’Neill, Emails that Convert, 2019
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If you’re selling an online course… the sale doesn’t end
with the ca-ching of a credit card. Have your welcome
email, first module, and early win ready to go before you
open your cart. Offer an amazing instant experience.

Sales emails to your list

Immediate buyer experience

If you’re live-launching mostly to a new list
built through webinar registrations or a
challenge, be sure to send sales emails to
your existing email list that didn’t opt in for
your “launch trigger.” You will get sales from
people who are now warm, ready to buy, and
didn’t feel the need to experience your launch
trigger.
Email # 1 Introduce your “big promise,” offer,
bonuses, and a deadline.
Email # 2 Tell a transformational story about
someone who used your product or services.
Emails #3 - 7 will be the same email as your
cart deadline emails to people who DID
participate in your launch trigger.
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Test your course delivery system and/or
service packages so your buyers’ initial
experience reaffirms your customers’
decision to buy from you.
Offer an early win in your course to encourage
your buyers to dig in and keep going. It
reduces refunds.
If you’re pre-selling your course, a way to keep
excitement, momentum, and reduce refunds,
is to give your buyers something to engage
with instantly. This could be the first module,
it could be some foundational work, it could
be organizing, or it could be joining your
private Facebook Group.
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Paid traffic
Create and use Pinterest ads if that’s where
your audience hangs out.

Create Facebook ads promoting your webinar,
retargeting buyers who visited your sales page
but didn’t buy, and promoting your webinar
replay to registrants

Create and use LinkedIn ads if that’s where your
audience hangs out.

Test ads on YouTube, it’s the second most
powerful search engine behind Google. It’s also
the second most popular social media site.
Create and implement Google ads, they are
often some of the highest performing ads you
can buy.

Organic Social Media

Create Instagram ads and use Instagram
Stories if that’s where your audience hangs out.
An Instagram replay ad can be very effective.
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Create five or more organic social media posts
to support your sales funnel if it’s not an
automated sales funnel. Why this, why now,
why you, why me, why no one else. Create a set
of these posts for both your live launch trigger
(webinar, challenge, etc.) and your post-launch
trigger sales cart.
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“Follow the money.”

Know your numbers

Benchmarks
I deeply loathe sharing sales funnel benchmarks because each
offer, audience, and funnel is unique. Let’s do it anyway.

I know it’s not sexy…
But anyone running a successful sales funnel will
tell you that you need to know your numbers.
Create a profitability tracking spreadsheet right
now. No eyeballing this one. 👀👀
The numbers you’ll want to KNOW are:
Cost to generate a lead or registration.
Registration page conversion rate.
Show-up rate (if a webinar).
Sales page conversion rate.
Return on ad spend.

I have clients getting webinar leads for as low as $.79 cents for a
webinar selling a $300 product and some clients paying as high as
$150 per lead because they are selling a $5K professional services
package. What matters is that both are making money on their
sales funnels.
However, inquiring minds want to know, so for a digital product
priced under $1K, I look for profitability first. Then:
 $2.50 or less to generate a webinar registration lead is good.
 30% or better registration page conversion rate is good.
 30% or better show up rate is good because industry average is
20%.
 5% or better sales page conversion rate. Industry average is 2%
to 4% depending on the product. I have clients getting 11% to
14%.
 Return on ad spend varies, but any day you invest 50-cents to
make $1 is a good day in my book!
These numbers always start lower with a new sales funnel and
improve to these levels as you optimize your offer, ads, audience,
and copy. Don’t get too judgy too quickly.
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Troubleshoot your sales funnel
What if you’ve done everything right and your sales funnel still isn’t converting? Here are some of the most
common trouble spots and how to fix them.
When this happens…

Check this…

“I’m not getting any traffic to my signup page.”

 Do you have the right offer for the audience you want?
 Is the value proposition clear in the headline and sub-headline?
 Is there a technical problem with your sign-up page?

“I’m getting traffic to my opt-in page,
but no one is signing up.”

 Is the value proposition clear in your headline?
 Do you speak to the results they will get before talking about you and your service or
product?
 Do you give a timeline for results?
 Do you have testimonials to reinforce your authority?
 Are you offering the right times for your audience’s availability?

“They aren’t staying until the end of
my webinar.”

“I’m getting sign-ups, and webinar
attendees, but I’m not getting any
sales.”

Is your sound good? (Nothing will lose an audience faster)
Did you make it clear at the beginning who this webinar is for?
Did you make the right promise of content at the beginning and then deliver that?
Did you break up your content into three or four chunks of actionable things they can do to
make progress even if they don’t buy?
 Did you place curiosity hooks throughout your webinar to keep they wondering?
 Did you offer a bonus for staying until the end?





 Did you validate your offer with a sample of your target audience to make sure this is the
next logical step for them to take (and that they would pay for)?
 Is the value, results, or transformation clear and believable?
 Is there urgency or a deadline?
 Are your benefits clear?
 Do you have gobs of testimonials and social proof that your buyer can trust?
 Do you have a money-back guarantee
 Is your check-out cart working properly?
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Thank you and how I can help…
Want to share this cheat sheet?
If this cheatsheet was helpful and you want to share it
with friends and colleagues, I’d be grateful. The best
way to share this checklist is to direct them to…

http://www.mandyoneill.net/sales-funnel-cheatsheet

Want help writing your sales funnel?
If you want my help writing your sales pages, landing
pages, opt-ins, Facebook ads, and sales emails the right
way the first time, contact me for a free 20-minute
consultation.

https://www.mandyoneill.net/bookacall

Want to do your sales funnel yourself?
If you’re a do-it-yourselfer, check out my highest
performing sales page and email templates you can
swipe… and get my life support via our Facebook page.
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